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CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE 
Procurement and Contracts Division 

NON-COMPETITIVE PURCHASE REQUEST JUSTIFICATION 
Required for all (non-emergency) sole source acquisitions in excess of $5,000.00 and sole source service 

requests in excess of $100,000.00. 

This justification document consists of three (3) pages. All information must be provided and all questions must be 
answered. Department Head approval is required. 

Requesting Department Information 
Department: Org Code: 

Contact Name: Subobject: User Code: 

Telephone: Fax: 

Required Supplier / Vendor Information 
Vendor / Supplier Name: Vendor / Supplier Address: 

Contact Name: 

Estimated Purchase Price/Contract Amount: Vendor / Supplier Email Address: 

Telephone: Fax: 

Provide a brief description of the request, including all goods and/or services the vendor/supplier will provide and supporting 
exemption reference from Board Policy C-17 - Procurement Policy: 

Department Head: 
Signature 

Purchasing Agent: 
Signature 

Board of Supervisors: 

Date: 

Item: 

P&C Assignment: 

Assigned To: 

Date: 

Date Received 

Karen Coleman (Apr 29, 2024 15:04 PDT)

0410000

HdL Cloud #8665 4538

530-621-5823

Hinderliter De Llamas & Associates 120 S State College Blvd, Suite 200

Brea, CA  92820George Bonnin, Contract Administrator

$54,708.93 first year, $26,088.93 +CPI future years GBonnin@hdlcompanies.com

714-879-5000

5/14/24

24-0730

04-Treasurer/Tax Collector

Laura Schwartz (Apr 30, 2024 08:55 PDT)
Laura Schwartz

https://na2.documents.adobe.com/verifier?tx=CBJCHBCAABAAj5ZLji_Gkpu2hid9f3-4JPbcqdG_czas
https://na2.documents.adobe.com/verifier?tx=CBJCHBCAABAAj5ZLji_Gkpu2hid9f3-4JPbcqdG_czas
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A. The good/service requested is restricted to one supplier for the reason stated below:
1. Why is the acquisition restricted to this goods/services supplier?  (Explain why the acquisition cannot be

competitively sourced.  Explain how the supplier is the only source for the acquisition.)

2. Provide the background of events leading to this acquisition.

3. Describe the uniqueness of the acquisition.  (Why was the goods/services supplier chosen?)

4. What are the consequences of not purchasing the goods/services or contracting with the proposed supplier?
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5. What market research was conducted to substantiate no competition, including the evaluation of other items
or service providers?  (Provide a narrative of your efforts to identify other similar or appropriate goods/services,
including a summary of how the department concluded that such alternatives are either inappropriate or
unavailable.  The name and addresses of suppliers contacted and the reasons for not considering them must be
included OR an explanation of why the survey or effort to identify other goods/services was not performed.)

B. Price Analysis:

1. How was the price offered determined to be fair and reasonable?  (Explain what basis was used for comparison
and include cost analysis as applicable.)

2. Describe any cost savings or avoidance realized (one-time or ongoing) by acquiring the goods/services from this
supplier.
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	Date Received: 
	Description_of_Request: Vendor will provide specialty cloud-based Transient Occupancy Tax, Business License and Cannabis  tax software which the vendor has developed.  HdL is in use by the Planning Division allow for collaboration between the departments.
	SupplierOnlySource: At the time the contract was first executed in 2019, this vendor was the sole provider of this software. Recently, other vendors have entered the market with limited, newly-developed versions of the software.  This office considers it a risk to enter into a contract with a new untried product.  
	BackgroundofEvents: Prior to the contract with HdL, the County developed its own system for TOT and Business License administration.  As both programs grew, the county system was not adequate.  Additionally, technology developed to enable citizens to apply for business licenses on-line and to make payments on-line. The HdL program also enabled the business license applications to be routed to all approvers:  Environmental Mgmt, Fire, and Planning.  Prior to HdL, business owners walked their application from location to location. Similarly, TOT and Cannabis applications are electronically routed to other approvers.  Customer service is greatly enhanced through this sofware.
	UniquenessofAquisition: When the contract was executed in 2019, HdL was the sole provider.  Today, they remain the leader in the field. 
	Consequences: Customer service would decline sharply.  Delays would result in issuing business licenses, TOT permits, Cannabis permits.  County revenue for all of these serves would be delayed creating uneven revenue streams.  There would be considerable cost and staff time to retrieve the data from the HdL system and transfer it to another system.  There would be considerable risk in contracting with a new system entering the market.
	Research: The Treasurer-Tax Collector's Office attends conferences of the California Association of Treasurer-Tax Collectors (CACTTC).  We confer with our colleagues across the state regarding products and services.  It is the consensus of those with whom we spoke that HdL is the best product on the market for these services.  CACTTC membership is an unbiased source.
	ComparisonandCostAnalysis: The Tax Collector found the price to be equitable as compared to other software in place in the office.  Price increases are tied to the CPI which is also equitable.
	CostSavingsorAvoidance: The Planning Division is also contracting with HdL for their work on TOT, Business Licenses and Cannabis, allowing for cross departmental collaboration and good governance.
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